The core objective of a chemical composition measurement is to determine its true value. However, when measuring the composition of a macroscopic sample with a large number of atoms or molecules, realizing the true value of the measurand at both the macroscopic and microscopic levels remains an unsolved theoretical problem. We find that the true value of a sample composition exists in any subsample of a homogeneous molecular population of the sample. Here, we propose the Central Law of Measurement of the Amount of Substance: "The homogeneity of a sample molecular population represents the measurement accuracy of the sample composition in an analytical procedure". The Central Law is based on a homogeneous molecular population axiom in which the molecular composition of a sample is identical for any homogeneous subsample. Furthermore, we point out that, at the microscopic scale, Avogadro's law does not hold true.
Introduction
The determination of a sample composition means the measurement of the amount of chemical elements. The International System of Quantities defines the quantity, the "amount of substance", to be proportional to the number of specified elementary entities in a sample. The measurement of the amount of substance implies not only the determination of the size (number) of moles at the macroscopic scale but also the determination of the number of elementary entities at the microscope scale. In chemical composition measurement one's concern focused on the uncertainty of the measured value for the reliability of measurement results [1] [2] . In the paper the objective of measurement focuses on the true value of a sample composition as a function of chemical meas-urement process.
Measurements of the amount of substance play a critical role in the understanding of a range of topics from particle physics to practical applications, such as biomedical testing, environmental monitoring, and quality control in industrial production. Each day, millions of such measurements are carried out worldwide, forming the bases for many important medical, environmental, economic, and legal decisions which rely on their accuracy [3] [4]. The "true value" is the philosophical basis of accurate measurement [5] . The objective of measurement (the true value of the measurand) in the Error Approach and the Uncertainty Approach is different [2] [6] : "in the Error Approach the objective of measurement is to determine an estimate of the true value that is as close as possible to that single true value, and in practice the true quantity value is considered unknowable. The International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) does not use the concept to describe this objective. In the Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty in Measurement (GUM), the concept of true value is kept for describing the objective of measurement. The objective of measurement in the Uncertainty Approach is not to determine a true value as closely as possible. Rather, it is assumed that the information from measurement only permits assignment of an interval of reasonable values to the measurand. Additional relevant information may reduce the range of the interval of values that can reasonably be attributed to the measurand". In the International Vocabulary of Metrology (VIM), the concept of the true value is retained because of common usage and the importance of the concept, and true value of a quantity is consistent with the definition of a quantity [6] .
In general, the true value of the measurand is elusive and unknown [7] - [9] . William John Youden stated that, in a chemical composition measurement, "There is no solution to the problem of devising a single number to represent the accuracy of a procedure" [9] [10] . In practical measurement, the uncertainty and traceability of measurement results tend to be emphasized, whereas the object of realizing the true value of the measurand is evaded. The traceability of results of a chemical measurement has been questioned [11] . Furthermore, the theoretical exploration of the accurate measurement of the amount of substance is neglected. Indeed, for the measurement of the amount of substance, how to realize the true value of a sample composition on a solid theoretical basis remains unsolved. In this paper, the concept of the true value of a sample composition is consistent with the definition of the sample composition at atomic and molecular level. Once a sample is chosen, its atomic and molecular constituents remain unchanged i.e. the numbers of the atoms and molecules remain unchanged, and thus, the sample composition, the ratio of the number of atoms of an analyte element to the total number of atoms of all elements in a sample exists. According to the entry 2.11 of the VIM [6] : "true value of a quantity consistent with the definition of a quantity", the true value of a sample composition exists. We find that the true value of a sample composition exists in any subsample of the homogeneous molecular population of a sample. We investigate the true value of the sample composition as well as the corresponding sample's molecular population as a function of a chemical measurement process.
Central Law of Measurement of the Amount of Substance
A central question for the measurement of the amount of substance is to search for the true value of a sample composition in the chemical measurement process at both the microscopic and macroscopic scales. In the context of the accurate determination of the Avogadro constant, we have formulated the amount of substance measurement homogeneity principle [12] . A consequence of this principle is that the accuracy of a measurement of the amount of substance is limited by the homogeneity of the sample's molecular population. In the determination of the silicon molar mass of a single crystal, we found that the degree of heterogeneity of the chemical compositions of the sample is the determining factor to measure silicon molar mass with a relative uncertainty of the order of 10 −8
. Due to the limit of chemical measurement method and measurement instrument, the assessment limitation of homogeneity is not better than the sensitivity and resolution of a measurement method, and quantitative analytical chemistry to this level of accuracy was not readily available. Theoretically when a sample is chosen, if an analytical procedure does not disturb the sample composition and no measurement error occurs, then the true value can be determined.
By definition, for a homogeneous molecular population in a sample, we know that the molecular composition is identical for any homogeneous subsample. Based on the homogeneous molecular population axiom, if we mix all the molecules in a sample to afford a homogeneous molecular population, then any homogeneous subsample can represent the composition of the whole sample. Therefore, in order to realize the true value of the sample composition, we must maintain the molecular composition of the sample as unchanged and homogeneous in every analytical procedure. The homogeneous molecular population axiom is the theoretical basis of the Central Law. Accordingly, to measure the amount of substance, the measurement process must be performed such that the sample's molecular population in each operational step is directly related to the true value of the measurand.
Starting from the homogeneous molecular population axiom for a sample-"the molecular composition of the sample is identical for any of its homogeneous subsamples"-we can conceive a homogenization thought experiment, as shown in Figure 1 . Here, an original sample is changed into a virtual homogeneous original sample. Therefore, the true value of the original sample composition is equal to the composition of any homogeneous subsample of the virtual homogeneous original sample. Thus, the true value of a sample composition embodying the entire molecular population exists in any homogeneous molecular population of the sample. The true value of a sample composition is there. This is the essence of the Central Law. Figure 1 illustrates the invariant "true value" of the amount-of-substance fraction in the homogeneous molecular population of a sample. The very existence of the true value of a sample composition constitutes the theoretical basis of the Central Law of Measurement of the Amount of Substance as well as the amount-of-substance measurement homogeneity principle.
It is well known that matter consists of atoms and molecules. The measurement of the sample composition strives to determine the atomic and molecular constituents of a sample, i.e. to measure the atomic and molecular population(s). Therefore, the results of measuring the sample composition reflect the molecular population of the sample constituents. From the relationship between a sample molecular population and the measurement result of the sample composition, we can prove that the homogeneity of a sample's molecular population represents the measurement accuracy of the sample composition in an analytical procedure. This is an important point for understanding accurate measurement of the amount of chemical elements on both the microscopic and macroscopic scales.
For clarity, some of the vocabulary and terminology used in this paper is explained here. According to the International Vocabulary of Metrology, "accuracy" is defined as the "closeness of agreement between a measured quantity value and a true quantity value of a measurand" [6] . Similarly, the "homogeneity of the sample molecular population" is defined as "the closeness of agreement between a sample molecular population and the homogeneous molecular population of a sample". We discuss the homogeneity of a sample itself for all the atoms and molecules of the sample, regardless of the measurement method. The more homogeneous the sample, the smaller will be the sample size required to represent the true value of the total molecular population of the sample. From the viewpoint of the measurement result of the amount of substance relative to a molecular population of a sample, a measured quantity value should correspond to the molecular population of any sample taken from that population. Under the condition of a homogeneous molecular population, any subsample of the homogeneous molecular population of a sample will be representative of the true value of the sample composition, as shown in Figure 2 . Therefore, the homogeneity of a sample molecular population represents the measurement accuracy of the sample composition. Figure 2 shows the relationship between the sample molecular population (microscopic scale) and measurement results (macroscopic scale) for the determination of a sample composition. It demonstrates that the true value of a sample composition is related to the homogeneous molecular population of the sample, and a measured value of a sample composition is related to a molecular population of the sample of the measured value acquired. Thus, the homogeneity (the closeness of agreement between a sample molecular population and the homogeneous molecular population of a sample) of the sample molecular population corresponds to the measurement accuracy (the closeness of agreement between a measured quantity value and the true quantity value of 
Mathematical Proof Combined with a Homogenization Thought Experiment
In order to prove the Central Law mathematically, the amount-of-substance fraction of a sample composition should be expressed and measured in terms of the number of microscopic elementary entities. Suppose a sample S contains all the possible, though not necessarily all, stable elemental substances in the periodic table of the elements [13] , and each element has k isotopes. Once the sample S is chosen, its elemental composition remains unchanged and no element decay processes occur. For a sample S composed of the isotopic element 
where i
x is the amount-of-substance fraction with respect to element ( ) E i in sample S, and N A is the Avogadro constant.
According to the entry 2.11 of the VIM [6] , the true value of the amount-of-substance fraction ( ) 
As shown in equation (1), the true value of the amount-of-substance fraction of an analyte element is the ratio of the number of atoms of the analyte element to the total number of atoms of all elements. When a chemical measurement procedure consists of a homogenization process of sample S, the molecular population of sample S will become homogeneous at the molecular level. For any subsample H of the homogeneous molecular population, the number of atoms of the element ( )
, and the total number of atoms of all elements is ( )
. The amount-of-substance fraction of the subsample H for the element ( )
where the subscript hmp stands for any homogeneous molecular population of the sample. Due to the homogeneous molecular population axiom, in which the molecular composition of a sample is identical for any homogeneous subsample, we have
Hence,
Consequently, in a sample, the true value of the amount-of-substance fraction of an element exists in the entire molecular population of the sample as well as in any homogeneous molecular population of the sample. The true value of a sample composition is invariant for the homogeneous molecular population, as shown in equation (3) . Then, the amount-of-substance fraction of the subsample H is equal to the amount-of-substance fraction of the original sample S, i.e. the true value of the sample composition.
Conversely, consider the chemical measurement process consisting of n steps: in the first step the amount-ofsubstance fraction for the element ( )
x , in the second step the amount-of-substance fraction for the
x , and in the nth step the amount-of-substance fraction for the element ( )
If we assume that
i.e. the true value of the amount-of-substance fraction ( ) i Tv x for the element ( ) E i is preserved unchanged throughout every step in the measurement process, the prerequisite of equation (4) is that the sample remains homogeneous at the molecular level. When i = 1 and j = 1, meaning that the sample S consists of a single monoisotopic element, the true value of the amount-of-substance fraction ( ) 
Combining equation (3) with equation (5), we arrive at ( )
.
Equation (6) is a mathematical expression of the Central Law of Measurement of the Amount of Substance. The left hand side of the Equation (6) represents the measurement accuracy of the sample composition, and the right hand side of the Equation (6) represents the homogeneity of a sample molecular population. Therefore, the homogeneity of a sample molecular population represents the measurement accuracy of the sample composition. We thus answer Youden's scientific question!
Discussion
The Central Law of Measurement of the Amount of Substance tells us whether or not a sample is a homogeneous molecular population after the sample is chosen. To obtain the true value of a sample composition, we must measure all the molecules of the sample, or homogenize the sample at the molecular level and maintain this homogeneity in every measurement procedure. In this way, we can measure a sample composition with the highest accuracy at both the microscopic and macroscopic scales. Accordingly, an accurate chemical measurement process should also be a sample homogenization procedure. Successful homogenization depends on the related molecular properties and the pattern of the chemical conversion as well as the experimental capability and method.
By Equation (3) we know that for a chemical measurement process any change to the numerator or the denominator or the ratio between the numerator and the denominator will have an effect on the true value of a sample's composition. Here, we notice that all influence factors and sources of uncertainty in a chemical composition measurement will lead the changes of the true value of a sample's composition. That is why all the sources of uncertainty should be taken into account in the evaluation of overall uncertainty of the measurement results. Therefore, it is essential for obtaining reliable analytical results that the general demand on sampling or chemical preparation or instrument measurement is to maintain the true value of a sample composition, and Equation (3) is a theoretical basis of principle of sampling [15] .
For a multistep analytical procedure, the degree of inhomogeneity of every step of the measurement process will become a sampling error in the next measurement step, and the result reflects the propagation of error over many analytical procedures. Furthermore, in chemical analysis the composition of a sample will be changed by the additional analyte from a preparative reaction process or by the analyte losses in a purifying extraction process. Therefore, the measured value of a sample composition will deviate from the true value of the sample composition. Thus, if we do not ensure a representative sampling, or if we do not obtain a homogeneous sample, then to obtain the true value of a sample composition we must measure the entire sample, i.e. all the molecules of the sample. However, the entire molecular population is rarely measured because of the cost or technical limitations. Accordingly, it is crucial to maintain the homogeneity of a sample's molecular population. Additionally, the chemical measurement process may itself change the sample's molecular population and thereby alter the true value of the composition of the original sample.
Impact of the Chemical Measurement Process on the Molecular Population of the Sample
The impact of a chemical measurement process on the molecular population of the sample and the sample composition is examined as follows. The molecular population of a sample can be influenced in two ways for a chemical measurement process. The first artificially introduces additional analyte and matrix molecules, changing the original composition. Alternatively, some analyte and matrix components may be lost, which may also change the sample's molecular population. In general, a chemical measurement procedure may include preparative reaction and purifying extraction processes, as well as detection and calibration steps, that can alter the composition of the original sample. For example, in a preparative reaction process, it is not only possible to change the sample's molecular distribution, but the process may also be a source of additional analyte from the reagents or the environment. Consequently, these factors can change the population of the analyte molecules. However, the changes that result from contamination can be corrected for by accurately measuring the composition of the contaminant. Likewise, the changes from the recovery of the analyte can also be corrected for by accurately measuring the amount-of-substance fraction of the analyte loss in a purifying extraction process.
Let us assume that the number of atoms of the element ( ) E i carried by the reaction reagent and the environment is
in the preparative reaction process. After processing, the amount-of-substance fraction for the element ( )
In the purifying extraction process, some loss of analyte may occur and alter the population of the analyte molecules. If the number of lost atoms of the element ( )
, then the total number of lost atoms is ( )
. After the preparative reaction and purifying extraction processes, the amount-of-substance fraction in the resulting sample can be written as
, and we will obtain
The detection step involves a kinetic detection process and detector response determination. During the kinetic process, the population of the analyte molecules may further change: contaminants from other reagents and the environment may be present and there may be some loss of the analyte. To calibrate the detection results, we need a calibration sample that is homogeneous at the molecular level, and the detection process and conditions for the calibration sample should be the same as those used during sample assessment [12] [16] . The best measured value will be achieved if we can maintain the homogeneity of the sample's molecular population in every measurement step; accurately measure the analyte in the sample taken; correct the results for contaminant interference from the reagents and environment as well as the loss of the analyte in the analytical procedure (Equation (7)); and calibrate the instrument using homogeneous molecular population samples. Figure 3 schematically illustrates the measurement characteristics of a sample composition at both the microscopic and macroscopic levels.
The Central Law of Measurement of the Amount of Substance provides the theoretical basis for seeking the true value of a sample composition in the development of new measurement methods and techniques.
Manipulating the Entities and Counting the Number of Entities
The accurate measurement of the amount of substance ultimately involves the accurate measurement of the number of entities. A mole is defined as "the amount of substance of a system which contains as many elementary entities as there are atoms in 0.012 kilogram of the isotope carbon 12" [17] [18] . The number of elementary entities in one mole is known as the Avogadro number and has the value 6.02214129(27) × 10 23 [19] . Unbound atoms of carbon 12, at rest and in their ground state, are understood. The Avogadro constant N A relates any quantity on the atomic scale to its corresponding macroscopic scale: a macroscopic quantity is N A times its corresponding microscopic quantity [20] .
To count the entities accurately, first one must correctly identify the entities to be counted. Even for larger en- tities such as cells, it was reported that 20% of the published work using human cell lines was misidentified due to cell line cross-contamination [21] [22] . To identify an elementary entity, one must know its microscopic quantum state and physical properties. Since detectors may incorrectly identify different types of atoms in similar quantum states as being the same types of atoms, or discern the same types of atoms in different quantum states as being different types of atoms, distinguishing between the different quantum states of the same atoms would enhance the counting uncertainty. Therefore, the same microscopic parameters of the measured atoms are a prerequisite for identifying and counting the exact number of atoms. That is, in order to realize the exact determination of the Avogadro constant through identical entities, all the identical entities should be in the same quantum state. Counting such a huge number of atoms individually within an acceptable timeframe is clearly impossible [23] [24] . The homogeneity of the microscopic entity population is an indispensible condition for the accurate determination of the amount of substance at both the macroscopic and microscopic scales. In chemical analysis it is more difficult to correctly detect the sample molecular population for a complex sample. Matrices, for example, may affect the analyte molecular distribution of the sample during the kinetic process of detection, and may also interfere with the detector response [25] [26] . Consequently, the process of detection may further alter the true value of a sample composition. If one obtains the sample molecular constituents in an uncontrolled atomic or molecular detection process, the measurement result of the sample composition will have some uncertainty. Therefore, the compositional measurement of a complex sample should seek a balance between maintaining the homogeneity of the molecular population and minimizing interference with the detector response. Moreover, the instrument sensitivity and resolution do not always meet the individual requirements for measuring different entities. At that moment, the measurement results of the amount of substance have a certain uncertainty. The true value of a sample's composition can only be realized without uncertainty if the detection result is achieved by correctly identifying the atoms one by one. Otherwise, this value would only be a statistical result. Counting the number of atoms or molecules is difficult, and the manipulation and control of these atoms or molecules before counting is even more difficult. There can be no exact counting of the number of atoms without atomic manipulation. In fact, chemical measurements directly reflect our capability to ma-nipulate the sample molecules.
The most widely used method for the measurement of the mole is to weigh pure material according to the equation
where n is the amount of substance, m is the mass of the pure material, and ( ) M X is the molar mass of X. Macroscopically, we can weigh the huge number of atoms in a 1 kg single-crystal silicon sphere to a relative uncertainty of 2 parts in 10 −8 [27] , corresponding to an uncertainty in the number of atoms of about 4 × 10 17 . This is a significant number on the microscopic scale. If there was a change of less than 1 × 10 16 atoms in the 1 kg silicon sphere, it would be impossible to identify the differences by weighing. Therefore, it is impossible to exactly count a microscopic number of atoms (with single-atom resolution) by a macroscopic weighing method.
Some Remarks on the Mole
Early in 1811, the Italian chemist Amedeo Avogadro stated that "equal volumes of gases at the same temperature and pressure contain the same number of molecules regardless of their chemical nature and physical properties". This principle is known as Avogadro's law or Avogadro's hypothesis. Avogadro's great contribution was to introduce the concept of molecules two hundred years ago. Approximately one hundred years later, the French physicist Jean Baptiste Perrin experimentally verified the existence of molecules. The concept of the mole originates in the "gram-molecule", which refers to an amount of a compound equal to its molecular weight expressed in grams. Perrin explained the term "gram-molecule" as follows [28] [29] : "any two gram-molecules contain the same number of molecules. This invariable number N is a universal constant, which may appropriately be designated Avogadro's Constant". Here, we suggest that, at the microscopic scale, Avogadro's law is a false proposition. Let us falsify the hypothesis.
In fact, temperature and pressure are macroscopic descriptions of properties in thermal equilibrium. These thermodynamic state quantities are defined (and measurable) only at equilibrium [30] . The physical quantities which describe a macroscopic body in equilibrium are, almost always, very nearly equal to their mean values, but deviations and/or fluctuations do occur. Even though they are generally small, the very presence of fluctuations is of great physical significance [31] [32] . For an ideal gas system at thermodynamic equilibrium, the relative fluctuation of the number of particles is just the reciprocal square root of the mean number of particles [32] [33]:
where N a is the number of particles of the system, . This is to say for an ideal gas thermodynamic equilibrium system of a certain macroscopic temperature, pressure and volume with particle numbers 10 23 , because the fluctuation in the number of particles is of the order of 10 11 , the number of particles is not unique, it has a set of values. However, Avogadro's law stated that equal volumes of gases at the same temperature and pressure contain the same number of molecules (i.e. the number of particles is unique). That's not true. In a gas thermodynamic equilibrium system the macroscopic quantities such as temperature, pressure and volume cannot define the unique number of microscopic molecules. Actually, the number of particles has a set of values with equal volumes of gases at the same temperature and pressure. Due to fluctuations, the measurement of a change smaller than the fluctuations is impractical. Theoretically, based on a thermal equilibrium system, the uncertainties of the measurement results for the thermodynamic quantities are not better than their fluctuations.
Since Avogadro's law is an experimental law, when . The measured number of molecules is meaningful only within the uncertainties of the measurement results of these macroscopic thermodynamic state quantities. It is impossible to define a unique number of molecules in a thermodynamic equilibrium system, in the case in which there are the thermodynamic fluctuations of the number of molecules. In summary, at the microscopic scale, Avogadro's law does not hold. Therefore, the Avogadro constant based on this law is not actually a physical constant, and the theoretical uncertainty of the number of molecules is no less than its fluctuation. Based on the 1971 definition of the mole and the 1980 supplement [17] , the Avogadro constant became a real physical constant. The relationship between a macroscopic sample mass and a certain number of molecules is the essential characteristic of the mole concept, and the inherent basis of this relationship is the homogeneous molecular population of the macroscopic sample. Avogadro's constant is the very bridge between the macroscopic quantity and the microscopic quantity. By the 1971 definition of the mole, we have , A N n N = (10) where n is the amount of substance, N is the number of specified elementary entities, and N A is the Avogadro constant.
To ensure the accurate measurement of the amount of chemical elements, the definition and the method for realizing the true value of a sample composition should be consistent. The key issue is to measure the number of molecules of a sample composition at the microscopic scale. Unfortunately, in the measurement of the amount of substance, the results of a sample composition are usually achieved through a macroscopic measured quantity without ensuring the homogeneity of the sample molecular population. Moreover, the uncertainty of the macroscopic measured quantity is far from the requirement for an exact determination of the number of molecules.
Conclusion
Recognizing that matter is composed of atoms and molecules, a measurement result as displayed on a chemical detector reflects the molecular population reaching the detector at a given time. For an accurate measurement of the amount of substance at both the macroscopic and microscopic levels, the homogeneity of the sample at the molecular level is essential. The true value of a sample composition is preserved in any homogeneous molecular population of the sample as well as in the total molecular population of the sample. By its very nature, measurement should always aim for the true value of the measurand. To realize this objective, one must maintain the true value unchanged in every analytical procedure. In essence, the measurement of the amount of substance is not a simple problem of atomic or molecular counting, but whether or not one can sufficiently manipulate and control the large number of atoms and molecules to be measured. The true value of a sample composition can only be realized if we have the capability to correctly identify atoms individually. Without this capability, we can only obtain a best value of a sample composition with some statistical uncertainty. The homogeneous molecular population of a macroscopic sample inherently underlies the exact relationship between a certain number of molecules and a physical quantity of the molecular constituents, regardless of the number of molecules of a homogeneous subsample. Assuring the homogeneity of a sample's molecular population is the microscopic mechanism by which to maintain the measurement accuracy of the sample composition. Manipulating and controlling the molecules of a sample are prerequisites to guarantee the realization of the true value of the sample composition. The Central Law of Measurement of the Amount of Substance is a fundamental law for the accurate measurement of the amount of substance at the macroscopic and microscopic levels.
